AMALGAMATION  IN THE STAMP BATTERY.                      1<)5
In large mills a clean-up revolving barrel is often employed to mix the amalgam. Fig. 89 1 is a section of a cast-iron barrel in use on the Rand. At the Plumas Eureka Mill, the barrel is 3 feet in diameter and 4 feet long, and revolves twenty times a minute ; the charge is 700 Ibs. of amalgam and 20 Ibs. of mercury, or more if the amalgam is very rich. A do^en or more iron balls or pieces of iron, such as worn-out battery shoe shanks, are put into the barrel, together with suflicient mercury to yield a fluid amalgam, when grinding is complete, and enough water to make a thin pulp. The use of the iron is to help to mix the amalgam and mercury, but it causes some loss by flouring, and. is omitted in Australian mills. After being revolved for from two to twelve hours, or until the amalgam has run together and the sand ground to slime, the barrel is opened and washed out with water, the tailing being run over amalgamated plates and through a mercury well or some other form of amalgam-saver (a large power-driven batea being used on the Band), after which the amalgam is scooped out of the barrel and squeezed in wash-leather.
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i«j. S9.   -Amalgam Clean-up Barrel.
The Clean-up Pan is also extensively used. One of the oldest, in, use in the United States, the Knox Pan, is still a great favourite, especially for , treating battery sand, skimmings, etc. It consists (Kig. 1)0) of an iron pan 5 feet in diameter and 14 inches deep. Wooden or iron sho;*s are attached to the arms, </, which make, from twelve to fourteen revolutions per minute. Iron shoes are, considered better for brightening or polish ing the particles •of gold contained in the pyrite, and so rendering them, fit for amalgamation. The charge for this pan is about 300 Ibs. of impure amalgam, mercury, con-•centrate, skimmings, etc. The charge is made into a pulp with water and ground for three or four hours, after which more mercury is added, and mixing is carried on for a few hours longer, before the- pulp is diluted, settled, and •discharged. The tailing suspended, in the water is usually passed over amalgamated plates, and is then often caught in settling pits, and either sold or subjected to further treatment on the mill, as it is frequently of: high value. The mercury is squeezed through canvas, and the amalgam retorted.
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